Abstract: Garuda Indonesia, as the first airline that is moving to Terminal 3 is facing a serious issue regarding on-time performance as the new terminal is not completely prepared for operations. This research is conducted using a comparative method to compare the on-time performance of Garuda Indonesia in the first half of 2016 (January to June 2016) and the second half of 2016 (July to December 2016) and point out the issues in the Terminal 3 of Soekarno-Hatta International Airport where Garuda Indonesia's domestic flight operations is conducted.
Introduction
The development of the aviation industry in the recent years is growing significantly. This is caused by the rapid growth of demand for the service. The number of airline passengers is predicted to grow by 15% during the year 2016 (source: The Indonesia National Air Carriers Association (INACA) . In Indonesia alone, the main International hub-which is Soekarno-Hatta International Airportis already having capacity issues and in a dire need for expansion. The purpose of the air transportation system is the cost effective, rapid, safe transportation of passengers and cargo. In this way the air transportation system is a significant "engine" of the national economy and provides a service that cannot be achieved by other modes of transportation (Duke and Torres 2005). Garuda Indonesia, as Indonesian one and only flag carrier is setting a high standard on service. In OnTime Performance percentage, Garuda Indonesia has set the target for OTP at 85%
and have been achieving a very good score so far. But even so, as the growth of airline service user is so rapid, not only Garuda Indonesia need to increase service capacity (e.g. Aircrafts) they also need a bigger "home" in order to provide such services.
In the recent years, PT Angkasa Pura II's very own Soekarno-Hatta Baggage handling is another aspect of airport service, Departing baggage, coming either from the check-in desks, cross x-ray machines (all baggage or a fraction, according to the airport rules) and possibly further inspection apparels and/or operators if necessary or convenient, then they are sorted and sent to the right pier to be loaded; particular (irregular, oversize, etc.) items are treated apart.
Arriving baggage are unloaded, moved to the inbound area, sorted and then sent either to the baggage claim area (arriving baggage), or to the transit baggage area Descriptive research is a research method that involves gathering data that describe events and then organizes, tabulates, depicts, and describes the data collection (Glass and Hopkins 1984). Descriptive researches often uses visual aids such as graphs and charts to aid the reader in understanding the data distribution.
Because the human mind cannot extract the full import of a large mass of raw data, descriptive statistics are very important in reducing the data to manageable form. A descriptive study might employ methods of analyzing correlations between multiple variables by using tests in order to identify factors of causality of an event.
Discussion and Result

Data Analysis
Using the comparison table and by grouping delay factors based on delay codes that Garuda Indonesia uses, the following are the processed data presented in charts.
OTP Fluctuations in 2016
This 
Top 3 Delay Contributor
The top three delay contributor is an additional data used to point out how much airport delay occurrences compared to other delay factors. The top 3 delay contributor is shown in Chart 3.3.
Chart 3.3. Top 3 Delay Contributor.
The graph above shows the top 3 delay contributors which is airport, commercial and station handling delay. From the trend line it can be seen that the fluctuation of commercial and station handling delay is rather constant and in a far lower number compared to airport delay which is unstable, spiky and relatively high in number.
The graph also shows that airport delay have spikes in the month August to December 2016 and consecutively causing the drop in the average on-time performance percentage in the second half of 2016. Based on this analysis, the discussion will focus on the cause of airport delays in the second half of 2016. The actual issue that is happening on Terminal 3 will also be investigated based on this analysis. The other delay factors aside from airport delay will be considered minoralbeit not neglected-based on the data that airport delay contributed more than 50% of all delays in 2016 and impacting on-time performance in biggest amount compared to other factors. Cancelled and rescheduled flights will not be investigated as well due to the facts that the number is rather small and consistent each month compared to other delay factors, and even though it is one of the variables in the ontime performance formula, the change that cancelled and rescheduled flights can make to on-time performance percentage will be insignificant.
Observed Issues in Airport
Airport services and facilities covers a wide variety of aspects. The airport area itself is divided by two categories, the airside and the landside. The airside facilities includes airfield design, airfield capacity, airfield delay, and air traffic management.
While airport landside covers passenger building, baggage handling, passenger hotspots, ground access and distributions, space requirements for passenger areas, and systems which includes an IT-based control system and mechanical system
(Neufville and Odoni 2013).
Based on field observation, issues found in In the day of the opening, as Garuda Indonesia need to adjust the schedule with the terminal gates in Terminal 3, the arrival gate is not written in passenger boarding pass because the gate is yet to be assigned for an aircraft or a flight. This is causing confusion for passenger.
2) Boarding Area
The information screen in boarding area is not showing the correct information about flight and its designated gates, causing confusion to passenger.
3) Baggage Claim Area
The information screen in Baggage Claim Area is not showing the correct information regarding flight and its designated carousel, causing passenger to queue on the wrong carousel line and/or picking up the wrong baggage.
4) Baggage Make-Up Area
Mismatched information occurs in Baggage Make-Up area. The baggage that is delivered to the carousel does not match the baggage tag. The baggage need to be rearranged manually to avoid it to be loaded to the wrong aircraft.
These errors in the Flight Information Display System is the cause of the increase in system delay during operational year 2016 from 0.13% in the first half to 1.36%
in the second half.
a. Baggage Handling System
The baggage handling system (BHS) in Terminal 3 is functioning as a scanning and sorting device, it is used to scan the insides of the baggage to identify dangerous goods, as well as sorting the baggage, delivering it to the designated carousel in which the baggage will be loaded to an aircraft. However, this scanning and sorting is causing prolonged delivery to the carousel due to the increased layers in the scanning and sorting process. Moreover, the conveyer belt transporting the baggage have several conditions for baggage In order to pass and will be stopped in the following condition:
1) If the scanner detected dangerous goods in the baggage, the conveyer will stop for further checking if it is allowed to be loaded to an aircraft or is prohibited.
2) The baggage cannot be too close to other baggage because the scanner need to scan the barcode in separated manner. If the baggage stick too close to each other, the conveyer will stop and a staff/porter need to put the baggage in a certain distance from other baggage. 3) There are 4 levels of Baggage Handling System, in which each level is marked by a rubber gate. The rubber gate can only be passed by baggage that weigh more than 5 kilograms. Baggage less than 5 kilograms cannot pass the rubber gate.
4) The baggage that is being held down by rubber gate will overlap with the next baggage in the conveyer belt, causing the baggage being too close and stopping the conveyer at the next scanning process.
These conditions makes baggage transporting process longer in a baggage with the issue occurs and thus affecting the on-time performance of a flight.
b. Passenger Flow
Passenger flow is one crucial issue in the opening of Terminal 3, specifically Gate 13. Ideally, the flow of passenger need to be planned in the planning phase of building an airport so that there is no collision between flows of passengers. This is to ensure that there is no confusion and avoid queues and passenger density in one spot. However, in Terminal 3 Gate 13 There are four flow of passenger colliding.
Gate 13 As for suggestions that can be offered to solve the problems, to keep the level of on-time performance high, Garuda Indonesia need to minimize the delays by controllable or internal factors such as commercial and station handling as these factors is easier to control than airport which is an external factor. For gate capacity problems, Garuda Indonesia need to have additional gates in Terminal 3 and the gate capacity should be increased when the terminal is ready. For discrepancies in FIDS, additional staff could be assigned to distribute the correct information in the station manually if system is not working properly. For baggage handling, as the time of baggage processing increase, Garuda Indonesia could propose an earlier check-in closing time from the original 30 minutes to approximately 45 minutes to compensate the baggage handling process. And the last, for collisions of passenger flow in Gate 13, one or more of the flows need to be transferred to other gates so that it does not meet on Gate 13.
